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Dear reviewer 1#ïijŽ

We are very grateful to this referee comments, and we have carefully read and con-
sidered the referee’s comments, and these comments are important for improving the
quality of this manuscript. Based on these comments, we have made carefully modifi-
cation of language and technical issues in the original manuscript, the detail modifica-
tions are shown in next chapter.

Thank you very much for your suggestion and consideration, and we look forward to
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hearing from you. Best regards,

Yimin Liu and Chenghu Wang.

Detailed revision:

(1) Line 24: "prospects" is wrong.

Modification: In the previous manuscript, “has good engineering application prospects
in the safety monitoring field”, it is not so accurate and clear. We revise it as “has a
good application prospect in the safety monitoring field”.

(2) Line 28: "domestically and abroad" is wrong.

Modification: We revise it as “at home and abroad”.

(3) Line 35: "the disaster body movement " is wrong.

Modification: We revise it as “early warning and prediction of the geological disaster
cannot be accurately achieved”.

(4) Line 45: "Dehua Liu et al." is wrong format of citation.

Modification: We revise it as “Liu et al.”.

(5) Line 58: "Bin Shi et al." is wrong format of citation.

Modification: We revise it as “Shi et al.”.

(6) Line 67: Should "demodulator" be interrogator?

Explanation: The fiber demodulator is the device that converts optical signals into elec-
trical signals, so this place should be “demodulator”.

(7) Line 226: "Mpa" should be "MPa".

Modification: We are sorry for this error, and correct them.

(8) Figure 14 is very confusing. A 3D cartoon is required.
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Modification: We have redraw a 3D figure for the OFDR sensors installation.

(9) How does the temperature affect the measurement?

Explanation: Different from fiber Bragg grating, the polarization-preserving single-
mode fiber used in this OFDR sensing component is not affected by temperature.
Moreover, the sensor assembly is installed in the deep rock mass, and generally does
not consider the error caused by temperature change.

(10) For monitoring purpose, time history of the pressure is desirable.

Modification and explanation: Tables 3 and 4 show positioning accuracy of the OFDR
sensing component and the pressure value in the first measurement. And your sug-
gestion is reasonable and necessary, we have selected the pressure monitoring data
of TK-01 monitoring site from February 2017 to December 2019, and the data table
and pressure-time curve are shown in table 1 and figure 2. These data and the curves
show that, this OFDR thrust measurement system operates normally for a long time,
and the measured data of OFDR sensor component are relatively stable, which means
the landslide is in a creep state. And we have added this content from line 306 to 315.
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.
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